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Nfhs basketball jump ball rules

Photo credit: Dale Garvey Starting the game on the right track helps everyone get off to a smooth start. Starting with a bad note, the tone can be set for a long night. The rules of the jump ball are quite simple, but when something strange happens, it may surprise you, which leaves you open to making a mistake. One of the most recent play-offs was attended by a team that has a
game. To start the game, two players at halfcourt - one on each sideline - break toward the basket as the ball officially tosses. The team scored in the game's first six of the eight games it played. The reason why it wasn't for the next two games? Officials called the players a violation for moving on the back. Starting with a bad note, the tone can be set for a long night. We know
jumpers should be positioned in front of the basket fur furned from their bench to start the game. Teammates can't take adjacent positions around the center-side circle if the opponent wants to be in one of those positions. If opponents do not want a seat, it is legal to take adjacent positions. When an officer is ready and until the ball is tossed, no jumpers, under NFHS Rule 6-3-2,
do not move on the center restraint circle or change positions on the restraining circle. As long as the untouched tossed ball, no jumpers shall have any foot break in the center of the constrained circumference plane and shall not occupy a position in any occupied space. Most other movement non-jumpers are legal. For example, no jumper can release from the restraining circle
after the ball is tossed as long as he or she does not interfere with the opponent. Each sweater must have both legs on the side of the circle furthest from its bag. Neither jumper should touch the ball until it reaches the highest point, nor leave the restraining circle until the ball has been touched. Jumpers can not catch the ball or touch the ball more than twice. Jumpers can control
the ball if after the end it touches any of the eight non-jumpers. As for the toss itself, it should be tossed only higher than players can jump. NFHS rule 6-3-4 states that if neither jumper touches the toss ball will fall between them. It should not be touched until it reaches its highest point - not on the road. If players swing along the road and miss it, that's fine; They can still tip the ball
down the road. Don't blow it dead because they missed the ball on the road. But quite often, the player will try to tip the ball on the way to the winning tip and it's a violation (NFHS 6-3-7a; NCAA 9-8-4). However, if the ball touches the floor without touching at least one of the jumpers, it must be blown and reschedled. The ball becomes alive when the ball leaves the officer's hand
and the clock starts from the first legal touch or end. Non-jumpers can legally leave a restraining circle, break toward the basket and move. This doesn't always happen, so just because it looks weird doesn't mean The jump ball and restrictions end when you touched the ball contacts one of the eight non-jumpers, officer, floor, bag or overboard. This also means that the ball is up
for grabs in any of the two jumpers until the ball touches the floor behind the restraining circle. If the ball is touched and goes out of bounds and officials can't determine who touched the ball, the officer must re-throw with the original jumpers. If there is simultaneous control of opponents from the rear, these two opponents must jump, not the original jumpers. To keep it simple,
remember these three points when you're ready to start the game with a toss: No jumpers until the ball is tossed no jumpers can't do two things: move to the central circle or change positions in circles. No jumpers until the ball is touched When the ball is torn, no jumpers can't do two things: break the plane of the center constraint circle or move into occupied space. Jumpers They
must be completely in a circle, touching the ball on the way up, can not leave the circle, can not touch more than twice or catch the ball, unless touched off the sweater. All other activities, including strange-looking performances, are legal. Last tip. After the blow whistle to alert the players and the player to the table, remove it from the mouth before toss. Officers lost teeth due to
being accidentally hit by a ball during a jump. Keep in mind all of the above and discuss your pregame so that your games get to a smooth start. You don't want to coach with a special play on your back all night because the coach knew the rule better than you. What's your call? Leave a comment: comments Note: This article is archival. Rules, interpretations, mechanics,
philosophies and other information may be correct or incorrect in the current year. This article is a copyright ©Referee Enterprises, Inc. and may not be republished on the Internet, in the press, or in any way without the written permission of a judge. The article is available for educational purposes for individuals. SECTION 7 DEAD BALL The ball becomes dead, or remains dead
when: ART. 1 . . The goal, like 5-1, is made. ARTICLE 2 . Obviously, the free throw will not be successful: a. A free throw followed by another free throw. B. Free throw, after which must be thrown. ARTICLE 3 . Going ball, either the ball puts between the board and the ring or comes to rest on the flange. ARTICLE 4 . Player control or team management foul occurs. ARTICLE 5 .
The officer's whistle blows out (see (a) and (b) below). ARTICLE 6 . The period ends in a quarter or an additional period (see exception below). ARTICLE 7 . A foul occurs, except for player control or team control (see exceptions (a), (b) and c below). ARTICLE 8 . There's a violation of the free throw team, as is 9-1. ARTICLE 9 . The lesion, as in 9-2-13, occurs (see The ball does
not turn dead until the test or tap ends, or until the shooter returns to the floor in the air when: a. Article 5, 6 or Article 7 occurs when the field goal attempt or tap is in flight. B. Article 5 or Article 7 occurs when you try to give up freely during the flight. c. Article 7 occurs for any player opponent who started to attempt or tap the goal (is a shooting act) before the foul occurred if the
time did not end before the ball was in flight. Test movement must be continuous and begin after the ball comes to rest in the player's hand(s) on the test or touches the hand(s) on the tap and is finished when the ball is clearly in flight. Test movement can include movements of the arm, foot or body that the player uses when throwing the ball into his basket. d. Article 9, as is 9-3-3
or 9-13-1, the opponent takes place. NOTE: If the A1 test or tap is legally touched during the flight, the target is calculated if it is performed if the period/quarter ends before or after the legal touch. If a touch is a team interference or goal scoring, no points are scored. If team B violates, two or three points are awarded, depending on whether it was a two-point or three-point test or a
tap. Show/hide NFHS Rule Reference Rule 4-3 SETTING DIRECTION INITIAL INDEX Alternately possession control is set and the initial directiond possession arrow is set toward the opponent's basket when: ART 1 ... The player ensures control of the ball as a ball after the jump. ART 2 ... The ball is placed at the disposal of the free thrower after a common foul when the bonus
free throw comes into effect. ART 3...The ball is presented at the disposal of the thrower after: a. Violation during or after jump until the player secures control. B. Free throws for not frequent fouls. c. A general foul before the bonus free throw is valid. Note: This procedure applies only to the variable management procedure. For the procedure and the use of the arrow reversing,
see <a0><a1></a1></a0>. Rule 6-4 ALTERNATING POSSESSION ART 1...In in all jump ball situations except the start of the game and every additional period, teams will alternately take the ball out of bounds to throw it. The team receiving control from the jump ball determines the procedure of variable control, and the arrow is directed to the opponent's basket. Control can also
be determined by the results of the violation or foul, as in 4-3. ART 2...To the second, third and fourth quarters, thrown to be out of bounds at the division line in front of the scorer's and timer table. ART 3...Variables must be thrown from a marginal location near where the ball was located. A variable possession throw occurs when: A ball is stored. The ball comes out of bounds, like
7-3. Violations of the floor or free throw appear at the same time. A live ball is between the board and the ring or comes to rest on the flange unless a free throw or throw like that. The ball becomes when neither nor control and no end of the target, infringement or quarter/additional period. Opponents simultaneously make violations of goal or basket interference. There are double
personal, double technical or simultaneous fouls, and the breaking point is such that no team is controlled and there is no goal, violation or end/quarter period. Note: If a variable control procedure is not set, the jump ball must be between two players involved in the center constraint circle. ART 4...The direction of the possession arrow is reversed immediately after the variable
possession throw ends. Variable possession throws ends when the throw ends as 4-42-5. ART 5...The ability to make a replacement throw is lost if the team throws in. If any team fouls at the time alternately have to throw, it does not cause the throwing team to lose the available arrow. Click the result button to see the correct answers and comments. For each situation, select the
answer to each of the 2 questions. A. When is the index set/canceled? and b. Which basket is pointing at? # Situation / Questions Answer 01. Seven minutes before the game starts, A1 dunks and is charged with a technical foul. A. When is the index set? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? The game begins with a technical foul penalty administration with Team A firing 2
free throws, then getting the ball to the division line in front of the player's table. select the answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7.
arrow is not set or in reverse select the answer b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not control the ball after jumping the ball b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is not set or has not been canceled . 02. After jumping the ball between A1 and B1 to start the game, touch the ball is touched
by A2 and then it comes out of bounds. A. When is the index set? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? The control of the variable shall be determined and the initial direction of the holding arrow shall be determined towards the opponent's basket when: ... The ball is placed at the disposal of the free thrower after: a. violation during or after the jump until the player secures
control... select the answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. arrow is not set or in reverse select the answer b1. The team that
controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. Team Don't control the ball after jumping the ball b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is not set or has not been canceled . 03. After jumping the ball between A2 and B2 to start the first quarter, touch the ball is controlled by B3 and then B3 loses the ball out of bounds. A. When is the
index set? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? When B3 was set for control, the possession arrow was set for Team A. B3's subsequent loss of the ball out of bounds without affecting possession. select the answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when
the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. arrow is not set or in reverse select the answer b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not control the ball after jumping the ball b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is not
set or has not been canceled . 04. During the jump ball start the game, after the ball is tossed, B1 violates. A. When is the index set? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? See #2 explanation. select the answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the
ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. arrow is not set or in reverse select the answer b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not control the ball after jumping the ball b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is not set
or has not been canceled . 05. After jumping the ball between A1 and B1, A2 and B2 simultaneously grab the ball, so held the ball. A. When is the index set? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? If a variable control procedure is not set, the jump ball must be between two players involved in the center of the center constraint. select the answer a1. When the team control is set
after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. arrow is not set or in reverse select the answer b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not
control the ball after jumping the ball b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is not set or has not been canceled . 06.B group is entitled to variable posture throw (APTI) to start the second quarter. Referee assesses Team A coach with technical foul for unsportsmanly before the start of the second second A. When is the arrow
cancelled? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? The second quarter starts with a technical foul penalty administration with team B firing two free throws and then getting the ball to the division line in front of the player's table. The possession arrow is not reversed and remains pointing to the B-team basket. select the answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball
a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. Arrow is not inverse select response b1. Team A b2. Team B b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is
not set or has not been canceled . 07. A3 holds the ball around the sideline. B3 plays aggressive defense. To avoid it, the A3 moves five feet from the set point and finishes throwing. A. When is the arrow cancelled? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? The ability to make a replacement throw is lost if the team throws in. select the answer a1. When the team control is set after
jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. arrow is not set or in reverse select the answer b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not control
the ball after jumping the ball b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is not set or has not been canceled . 08.B group is entitled to another APTI. During maintenance, the possession arrow is indicated to team A, and the official gives the ball to team A, which completes the throw. The timer changes the possession arrow to point to
Team B.B the team coach calls the time and complains bitterly, but gentlemen that he was taken away from what was legally his (that APTI). A. When is the arrow cancelled? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? After the wrong team (Team A) scored, the opportunity to change the arrow and administer the throw with the right team (Team B) was lost. Team B will be handed
another variable possession throw (APTI). Since the index was previously directed to command B, no further action is required. select the answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul
occurs a6. where the official recognises supervision a7. Arrow is not inverse select response b1. team B2. Team B b3. team charged with violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. not set or canceled . 09. After the ball is released to jump the ball to start the first overtime period, B1 fouls A1. The official rule is that foul is a common foul. Team B scored eight fouls
in the second half. A. When is the index set? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? ... The possession arrow is set toward the opponent's basket when ,,, the ball is placed at the disposal of the free thrower after a common foul when the bonus free throw takes effect. Select answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound
a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. arrow is not set or in reverse select the answer b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not control the ball after jumping the ball b3. team charged with
violation/foul b4. team is not charged with violation/foul b5. index is not set or has not been canceled . 10. The transfer of a variable A1 throw is grasped simultaneously by A2 and B2 and therefore held by the ball. A. When is the arrow cancelled? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? The direction of the storage arrow shall be reversed immediately after the end of the variable
possession. The throw ends when: passed the ball touches or is legally touched by another player's inbound... select the answer a1. When the team control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where
supervision is recognised as a7. Arrow is not inverse select response b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not control the ball after jumping the ball b3. a team that threw a variable in possession pass b4. a team that defended the variable possession pass b5. index is not set or has not been canceled . 11. During the variable possession,
the thrower A1 holds the ball over the plane of the back line and B1 pulls it, so the ball is held. A. When is the arrow cancelled? B. Which basket is pointing at the arrow? The question and the observation arise from the NFHS case 6.4.5B. Since the throw didn't end and there was no offense, it's still a ball A for a variable throw of possession. Select answer a1. When the team
control is set after jump the ball a2. when the ball is legally touched inbound a3. when the ball is thrown at the disposal of the team a4. when the ball is at the disposal of the free thrower a5. when the lesion/foul occurs a6. where supervision is recognised as a7. Arrow is not inverse select response b1. The team that controls the ball after jumping the ball b2. A team that does not
control the ball after jumping the ball b3. The team that held the ball alternately possession thrown to b4. a team that defended the sejection of possession index is not set or has not been canceled . .
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